MYSTICAL NIGHTTIME
RITUAL CHALLENGE
3 days to a consistent dreamy practice

Hosted by: Meli, The Dreaming Yogi

Hey, welcome to your 3 day
Mystical Nighttime Challenge!!
My name is Meli and I didn't always have a consistent
nighttime routine. In fact I had no idea how important finding
time for self care was but I did notice my mental health
affected when I didn't take time for myself. If that sounds
like you then you're in the right place.
A Mystical nighttime ritual uses holistic tools to support our
mind, body and spirit while preparing you for deeper
dreamwork. Dreams are messages from our unconscious that
provide deeper insights into what we really need in that
moment tuning into your intuitive awareness.

HOW THIS WORKS:
Every morning you will get an email with a short video and
workbook of the day.
Use the Facebook group to share your progress while you
craft your Mystical Nighttime Ritual
For extra accountability share on your social media and
encourage others to make these small shifts as well (tag me so
I can cheer you on!) I've provided graphics you can use to
share what you are committing to for these next 3 days.
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you're committing to in this
challenge! (Click image to save)
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you're committing to in this
challenge! (Click image to save)
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
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CHECK IN

DATE:

WHAT ARE YOU DOING
30 MINUTES BEFORE
BED?

WHAT ALARM OR WAKE
UP SYSTEM DO YOU
USE EACH MORNING?

HOW DO YOU FEEL
WAKING UP THIS WAY?

WHAT IS THE FIRST
THING YOU DO EACH
MORNING?

WHAT' ARE YOU DOING
FIRST 30 MIN. AFTER
WAKING?
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My intention & reason for
joining this challenge is...

TAKE ACTION:
What will you commit to this week?
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JOURNAL
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MYSTICAL
NIGHTTIME RITUAL
CHALLENGE
3 days to a consistent
dreamy practice

Day 1: DREAM CHAMBER
*Dream Chamber is a fancy way of saying your room.
For your mystical nighttime ritual to have a solid foundation and set
the tone for your practice we must start by preparing our space or
room so it feels like a sanctuary. Our rooms influence our moods and
emotional state of mind. Keep in mind it's the last thing we see at
night and first thing in the morning.
Use the following prompts to become aware, without judgement, of
your sleep environment and start making slight changes to bring
better energy flow which will set you up for the perfect nights rest.

Paste a picture of your room below & any updates made.

After

Before
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DATE:

HOW CLEAN OR
CLUTTERED IS YOUR
ROOM?

WHAT ELECTRONICS
OR DISTRACTIONS ARE
IN YOUR ROOM?

MAIN COLORS OF
YOUR ROOM &
ASSOCIATION OF THAT
COLOR

WHAT DECOR OR WALL
ART IS IN YOUR ROOM?

WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE
YOUR NIGHTTIME RITUAL
TO TAKE PLACE? (ON THE
BED, CORNER OR THE
ROOM ETC)
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CLEANSING RITUALS
Now that you have decided on and prepared an area of your
dream chamber for your mystical ritual it's important to
cleanse yourself and your space to release anything from your
day.
Some ways to do that:
Essential oils (sprays, diffuse, roll on, smell from the
bottle)
Crystals (grid your room, grid your bed, make a crystal
grid on your nightstand or space)
Meditation with cleansing breaths
Pick one or many and add this to your Mystical Nighttime
Ritual.
** Additional essential oil library, crystal benefits and
meditations found inside Dream Mystics Membership.
Redeem your special offer HERE.
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JOURNAL
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TAKE ACTION:

What small change will you make today to your dream chamber?
How will you cleanse yourself and your space?
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you completed today
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
(click image to save)
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you completed today
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
(click image to save)
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DAY 1 COMPLETE!!
You now have a solid foundation for your mystical nighttime ritual that
doubles as prep work for your dream work!

Now that you have the prep work complete
find the perfect tools and support within our
Dream Mystics Community. Where you can
explore our whole library on essential oils,
crystals AND growing resources for breaking
free from stress in what I call Mind and Body
reset? This is all included (and more) inside my
Dream Mystics Community!

Dream Mystics Community is a group for like minded people ready to reconnect
to their higher selves using mystical practices.
Each month I teach you a new modality to add to your mystical practice, bring in guest
experts, receive guidance interpreting your dreams, weekly activities and daily
interactions to keep you motivated while you evolve into your truest self.

REDEEM YOUR
SPECIAL OFFER HERE >>
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MYSTICAL
NIGHTTIME RITUAL
CHALLENGE
3 days to a consistent
dreamy practice

Day 2: DREAM ALTAR
Now that you have your space picked out and cleansed today we will
gather different tools in your dream altar. You don't have to use them
all and can keep adding/removing to it. Having everything already
setup in one spot makes it easier to show up every night as well as a
huge timesaver.
The consistency we're focusing on is showing up but the beauty of a
mystical nighttime ritual is it doesn't have to look exactly the same
every night. Allowing yourself to check-in with what you need in
that moment will help make your practice nourishing and not feel
forced.

Here are some examples of what I like to have in mine:
Start by covering all your senses such as...
SMELL - oils, reed diffuser, spray, incense
SIGHT - crystals, tarot, Himalayan salt lamp, dreamcatcher, candle,
statues, quotes
SOUND - singing bowl or bells, meditation, white noise machine
TASTE - tea
TOUCH- journal, dream pillow, dream mala, yoga mat or meditation
cushion, book to read
Look around at what you already have that you can bring out to your
altar.
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WHAT COULD YOU ADD TO YOUR DREAM ALTAR?

SMELL

SIGHT

SOUND

TASTE

TOUCH
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TIPS
You can make a portable dream altar by keeping a few of
these items in a box or tote bag to take with you if you travel
a lot or are not able to have a stationary altar.
I like to revisit my altar from time to time and clear out things
I haven't used to freshen it up.
**Bonus benefit to these tools when used right before bed can
enhance your dreams and bring deeper insights.

Dream interpretations by me are included inside the Dream
Mystics Membership during our monthly Dream Circles.
Redeem your special offer HERE.
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JOURNAL
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TAKE ACTION:
What 1-3 items can you add to your dream altar (that you intend
to use?)
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you completed today
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
(click image to save)
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you completed today
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
(click image to save)
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DAY 2 COMPLETE!!
At this point you have gathered your tools for your mystical nighttime
ritual that also doubles as dream enhancing tools!

Now that you are adding tools to your altar
notice what dreams show up for you as you
enhance them with these items!
Another great thing about Dream Mystics
Community is I host DREAM CIRCLES every
month where we learn a new dream activity to
add to our nighttime ritual AND I help you
interpret your dreams!

Dream Mystics Community is a group for like minded people ready to reconnect
to their higher selves using mystical practices.
Don't forget about your limited special offer inside Dream Mystics Community
and join our next dream circle!!

REDEEM YOUR
SPECIAL OFFER HERE >>
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MYSTICAL
NIGHTTIME RITUAL
CHALLENGE
3 days to a consistent
dreamy practice

Day 3: MYSTICAL PRACTICE
At this point we have our space and tools gathered up now we can put it
all together into a Mystical Practice that works for YOU!
Good elements to have for any nighttime ritual is something that covers
your BODY, MIND & SPIRIT releasing the day and preparing for the
night.

How this may look like is...
BODY - gentle yoga, stretches or breathwork to move any physically
stuck energy or prana in the body. Doing some type of physical practice
first allows the mind to settle.
MIND - Journal the day or pull an oracle card for inspiration on what the
lesson of the day was or what messages to look out for in dreams.
*Weekly group readings are done inside the Dream Mystics
membership and can be used as journaling prompts.

SPIRIT - Meditation to connect with your dream guide, limbo meditation
as you drift in and out of sleep.
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WHAT COULD YOUR MYSTICAL PRACTICE LOOK LIKE FOR YOU?

BODY

MIND

SPIRIT

MINIMAL NIGHTTIME
RITUAL

ELABORATE NIGHTTIME
RITUAL
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TIPS
Create a minimal nighttime ritual for the days where you
don't have much time. This can be updated as needed but
notice what are the 3 things you MUST do for optimal sleep
each night.
Ex:
3 sun or moon salutations, 5 rounds of alternate nostril
breathing, fall asleep to a meditation
Now for the days where you have extra time or want to have
a special longer ritual this can look like
Ex:
45 min- 1 hour yoga flow, 3 card tarot reading, journal on the
reading while drinking loose leaf tea. Meditation to connect
with your guide asking for deeper message from this ritual in
your dreams.
**Each month we explore a new holistic modality inside the
DREAM MYSTICS MEMBERSHIP with ways to add it to
your daily and dreamy practice.
Redeem your special offer HERE.
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TIPS
(Optional) Acronym your practice and/or write in your cover
page of your journal what these minimal and elaborate
practices look like.
Ex of a past ritual:

P - prep tools
O - oracle cards
W - gentle workout
E - Energy / emotion check (looking at astrology of the
day compared to how you felt)
R - Read
S - Scribe
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JOURNAL
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TAKE ACTION:
What mystical practice will you start with today?
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you completed today
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
(click image to save)
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Save & Share!!

Bonus: Share in a story/post what you completed today
and tag me so I can cheer you on! #DreamMystics
(click image to save)
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CONGRATS!! DAY 3 COMPLETE!!
You are official done with this challenge and on your way to a consistent
dreamy practice!!

but wait! Let's keep this momentum going!!
Join the BONUS 30 day Yoga mind challenge
happening inside the Dream Mystics
Community!! Use yoga philosophy to enhance
your practice and shift negative thought
patterns!

Plus every month you're a member we will
explore a new holistic topic ranging from crystal
healing, tarot reading, essential oil exploration,
dream work, astrology analysis, akashic records
and more.
One focus each month to absorb the information
and guidance on adding it to your daily
practice.

See all that's included inside DREAM MYSTICS COMMUNITY and redeem your
special offer before it EXPIRES. Let's continue enhancing your daily mystical
practice with a close community of other mystics & dreamers!!

REDEEM YOUR
SPECIAL OFFER HERE >>

